The paradoxical effects of SKF83959, a novel dopamine D1-like receptor agonist, in the rat acoustic startle reflex paradigm.
While the benzazepine SKF83959 elicits classical behavioral responses associated with dopamine D1 receptors, it also acts as a D1 receptor antagonist biochemically. The paradoxical properties of this agent remain an enigma. In the present study, we sought to determine the behavioral effects of SKF83959 in the rat acoustic startle reflex test. Systemic administration of SKF83959 produced a dose-related increase in the startle amplitude with a stimulus of 105 dB, and a significant group difference was observed between animals treated with 1 mg/kg SKF83959 and vehicle controls. SKF83959 also significantly reduced the latency to startle response to stimuli of 95 dB and 105 dB in a dose-dependent manner. However, unlike classical dopamine D1-like receptor agonists, SKF83959 failed to disrupt prepulse inhibition (PPI) of either the startle amplitude or the latency to startle response; rather, the agent dose-dependently increased the PPI latency to startle response of 105 dB stimulus. These results suggest that the behavioral effects of SKF83959 in the rat acoustic startle reflex paradigm are paradoxical, and these paradoxical effects may be associated with its distinct pharmacological properties.